
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sneak preview guided tour 
for the press 
With Karl Beaudelere in 
attendance 
 

Thursday 9 June 2022 11am  

at the Collection de l’Art Brut, Lausanne  

Registration: sophie.guyot@lausanne.ch  

 

Address  Collection de l'Art Brut  

Avenue des Bergières 11 

CH – 1004 Lausanne 

www.artbrut.ch 

Tél. +41 21 315 25 70 

art.brut@lausanne.ch 

mailto:sophie.guyot@lausanne.ch
http://www.artbrut.ch/
mailto:art.brut@lausanne.ch


 

 
 
 

  

 

KARL BEAUDELERE,  

SELF-PORTRAITS IN A MIRROR 

10 JUNE – 30 OCTOBER, 2022 
 

In 1972, Karl Beaudelere discovered Charles Baudelaire's volume of poetry Les Fleurs 

du mal (Flowers of Evil), which marked him so deeply that he later assumed 

"Beaudelere" as his pseudonym.  

Growing up in a working-class neighbourhood in Marseille, Karl trained in the printing 

trade and worked in a menswear shop before becoming a secondhand dealer and a 

security man. In 2007 he began drawing with pastel and felt-tipped pen and stencilling 

graffiti on the walls of the city. All his images were rooted in the Baudelaire book, which 

he read tirelessly and quoted in tattoos on his body. 

The year 2011 saw this untrained artist start a series of self-portraits. Too poor to buy 

art materials, he worked with cheap ballpoints bought at the local market, spending a 

month or more on pictures some of which were extremely large, as he studied himself in 

a mirror hanging near his work table. The outcome was strange, densely traced faces 

notable for being marked out not by contours or well defined lines, but by a cell-like 

proliferation of circles or strokes overlaid in such a way as to gradually "bring forth" the 

image. Driven by this remarkable technique, the faces seen to arise out of the support 

like ghosts, triggering a powerful sense of uncanniness in the viewer. Sometimes, 

moreover, the drawing shows only part of the face, with the missing area seeming to 

dilute into the support and creating the illusion of the image's "disappearance". 

In 2017, the Collection de l'Art Brut acquired eight drawings that became part of the 

Neuve Invention collection, formerly known as the ancillary collections. This ongoing 

collection comprises works by artists who are not self-taught, but who stand out from the 

conventional, notably in their use of stylistic procedures or materials. It also brings 

together the work of self-taught artists like the creators of Art Brut, but who differ from 

the latter in actively seeking artistic recognition. Thus in 2011 Karl Beaudelere had been 

able to present his self-portraits in a gallery for the first time. Today he continues to 

exhibit and work on various artistic projects. 

Between 2019 and 2021, thanks to a major donation by the artist and the support of the 

Guignard Foundation, the museum became home to a total of sixty-seven Beaudelere 

drawings 

This monographic exhibition is largely made up of drawings from the museum's holdings, 

supplemented by loans from the artist. It is accompanied by a documentary film by 

Philippe Lespinasse, co-produced by the museum, and a publication edited by Frédéric 

Pajak for Les Cahiers dessinés (Paris, 2022). 

 

Curator: Sarah Lombardi, Director of the Collection de l'Art Brut  



 

 
 
 

  

 

PUBLICATION 
 

  

Visages atomisés, Paris, Les Cahiers dessinés, 
160 pages, 2022. 

 

 
 

 
 
 



 

 
 
 

  

 

 

EXHIBITION EXTRAS 

READING AND DEDICATION BY JACQUES ROMAN 

 

Thursday 6 October at 19:00 

Reading and dedication by Jacques Roman of his collection of poems  

Visages (Editions de l'Aire, 2022). 

All welcome. No booking required stop 

 

 

 

FILM SHOWN CONTINUOUSLY IN THE EXHIBITION 

Karl Beaudelere, autoportraits des profondeurs, by Philippe Lespinasse, 20', produced 

by Collection de l'Art Brut and LoKomotiv Films, 2022. 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 



 

 
 
 

  

 

EXCERPTS FROM THE PUBLICATION VISAGES ATOMISÉS 

Le dessin à fleur de peau / Drawing Rising to the Surface 

by Sarah Lombardi, Director of the Collection de l'Art Brut 

[…] When in 2011 Beaudelere embarked on a series of self-portraits using everyday 

ballpoint pens, the key was not narcissism but dissatisfaction with his initial efforts: 

attempts at copying newspaper or magazine images of superheroes, while retaining only 

the "features of the shapes". Deciding to take himself as his only model, he would work 

for up to a month or more on drawings, some of them very large, taken from observation 

of his own image in a mirror hanging near his work table: "I took a mirror and 

concentrated on myself to get depth and real quality of volume and light." He always 

begins the self-portrait with the left eye, and works without any prior sketch or possibility 

of retouching..  

The results are strange, densely limned faces, each different from the others and more 

evocative of the persona than of a true-to-life self-portrait. The mirror renders this 

undertaking inherently unfeasible, since it definitively reverses the image. In other words, 

Beaudelere never sees himself as he really is. Moreover, the titles he gives his works 

confirm the idea that his aim is above all to capture a personal emanation, rather than 

"copy" what is, in this case, his own image reversed. Several of the titles use the word 

Entity, often accompanied by a number and the picture's dominant colour, as in Entity 

15 Black. Sometimes he adds the adjective "infinite" to the title of an unfinished work 

The particularity of these faces is that they are delimited not by contours and a drawn 

line, but by a succession of circles or lines that proliferate like cells and are superimposed 

to the point of gradually making a face appear: "The accumulation of lines," he says, 

"results in something less harsh. I wanted to soften this man who had such a weight to 

bear." 

Applied by a self-taught, left-handed artist, this startling technique seems to summon the 

faces up out of the support like ghosts, triggering a powerful sense of the uncanny in the 

spectator. Sometimes Beaudelere deliberately draws only part of the face, giving the 

impression that the missing area seems to have been diluted in the paper, as if the 

subject were disappearing. 

This a highly personal revisiting of the self-portrait genre, with brush and paint replaced 

by the modern yet rudimentary ballpoint technique the artist describes as "scribbling". 

[…] 

 

  



 

 
 
 

  

 

De l’égalité des chances / On Equal Opportunity, by Katia Furter 

 […] "Karl Beaudelere" is not this artist's only pseudonym. He also uses Roye Ébric, 

AKKA and KXB7, the last of which he explains as follows: "The X was originally an 

asterisk used to separate Karl from the initial B of Beaudelere in my street tags in 

Marseille, making: Karl *B. As you can see, the asterisk isn't positioned at the same 

level as the other letters. At the beginning of my life as an artist, I only hung out with 

street artists because I only did stencils and tags in the street. At a certain point, my 

mates and I wanted to simplify things by reducing our names to a tag. I opted for "Karl 

B" with an asterisk in the middle, but somehow that didn't suit me, so I put an X 

instead. And that X became a full initial of my future name. As I told you before, Karl 

Beaudelere is just a chrysalis; the butterfly is KXB7."  […] 

 

[…] Feeling isolated in Villeurbanne as well as in his art, Karl had the idea of founding 

the Art Libre (Free Art) movement as a way of defining himself and welcoming other 

artists who didn't belong to the contemporary, institutional or Art Brut categories. Karl's 

works are included in the Neuve Invention section of the Collection de l'Art Brut, but 

"Art Libre" might be be a better key to identification and wider recognition. Moreover, 

given that the form is constantly evolving, he has recently been thinking about a new 

movement that would consist of a museum merger between Neuve Invention and Art 

Libre, to be called Niall, an acronym for Neuve Invention, Art libre, Lausanne. As it 

happens, niall is also Gaelic for "champion" as well as for "nothingness" and "cloud". 

The artists of the Neuve section are not necessarily part of Art Libre. Definitions of Art 

Libre (actually related to what I am) include no artistic family (or almost...). New way of 

doing things. Compelling creativity. Strength. Humanity. Self-taught or not. No style is a 

new style. The Ⓐnima (complete with the circled anarchist A) of Charles Baudelaire. 

"Why self-portraits for more than ten years? It was in a way an introspective work, a 

psychoanalysis, a way to find myself, a way to stay alive and try to create a link with a 

better world, to see myself as an open book, to try to see myself, to understand myself, 

and I put all my heart and soul into it. I tried to be as honest as possible with myself. 

What's come out of all these years of psychoanalysis? I come out of it more alive than 

ever and free to take the paths I want, hoping they will lead me to the light, to a 

happiness I hope will never leave me again. I'm working on it... Art is my life. Art is life. 

[…] 

 

 

  



 

 
 
 

  

 

The Absolute Existentialist, by Michel Thévoz 

 […]Follow any line in a drawing by Karl Beaudelere and you will embark on an 

improbable trajectory as it turns back on itself, spirals, shifts, explodes in a thousand 

lacerations, like a Catherine wheel, or is carried along by a quasi-aquatic current, 

seemingly bereft of any figurative intent. In a continuous or fractured mode, it 

surrenders to its own dynamic until it occupies the surface in the manner of a more or 

less dense fog – except that this Brownian layer morphs into a face far more insistent 

than any cloud-hallucination. Specific to K. B.'s own unique style, this markedly 

singular constructional process means that, from drawing to drawing, the inextricable 

and strictly speaking meaningless graphic skein is resolved, as if by magic, into a 

peremptory physiognomy, most often identifiable – his own – but always unexpected. 

The feat is sometimes repeated via networks of inks of different colours that 

inexplicably intertwine and blend, making one think of Alberti's "pre-quantum" definition 

in De pictura: "What is painting but the act of embracing by means of art the surface of 

a pool?" 

The principle of figurative language requires, however, transferring onto paper or 

canvas the contours of the "real" form or, more subtly, its mode of appearance, its 

texture, its shadows and reflections. This objective reference may be blurred, taking on 

a phenomenological rather than an ontological aspect, but it will nonetheless assert 

itself as the whole, the ordering or the orientation of the hatchings, zebra stripes, 

broken lines, and any other treatment of the surfaces. With K. B., on the other hand, 

the line takes off in a wildly cursive fashion, independently, it seems, of any 

representation; it is secondarily, it must be emphasised, that an a priori improbable 

face gradually takes shape as if via the casting of a spell. The figure itself will therefore 

have been deferred, or hyperbolic, like Descartes' doubt; it seems to have lent itself to 

the most eccentric convolutions solely in order to become charged with energy and 

intensify its presence.  

The face, however, is only perceptible when viewed from the right distance. On the 

sheet seen from close up, the all-over linear swirl remains uncertain –  potential or 

"pending". The face is certainly taking shape, but like an image in the photographer's 

developer bath, it takes time to clarify, it "takes" slowly, as one would say of 

mayonnaise. In any case, if K. B. is beside you while you contemplate his drawing, he 

whisks it out of your hands and steps back three metres to present it to you, in the half-

light if possible, in such a way that the illusionist image prevails over its filigreed 

substrate. […] 

  



 

 
 
 

  

 

MEDIA VISUALS 
All images : Atelier de numérisation – Ville de Lausanne (AN) 

Collection de l’Art Brut, Lausanne 

 

  
 

untitled, 2020, ballpoint pen on paper, 65 x 50 cm 
photo : AN – Collection de l’Art Brut, Lausanne  

 

Entité de Nuit, 2012, ballpoint pen on paper,  

120 x 80 cm 

photo : AN – Collection de l’Art Brut, Lausanne 

 

  
 

Lui bleu, 2014, ballpoint pen on paper, 55 x 46 cm 
photo : AN – Collection de l’Art Brut, Lausanne 

 

untitled, 2020 ballpoint pen on paper, 65 x 50 cm 
photo : AN – Collection de l’Art Brut, Lausanne 

 



 

 
 
 

  

 

EXHIBITION EVENTS 

Sneak preview guided tour 

for the press  

With Karl Beaudelere in attendance 

Thursday 9 June, 2022, 11am  

At the Collection de l’Art Brut, Lausanne  

Bookings: sophie.guyot@lausanne.ch 

Opening 

 

 

 

Thursday 9 June, 2022, 6 :30pm  

Collection de l’Art Brut, Lausanne  

 

Free guided tours 

 

Saturday 17 September 2022, 2 :30pm 

Reading and dedication by  

Jacques Roman 

 

Thursday 6 October at 19:00 

All welcome. No booking required stop 

 

Private tours 

Advance booking required 

for groups of six and more 
 

  

 

Tuesday – Sunday, 11 am – 6 pm 
School groups can also book for Thursdays at 9:30 am 

 School, preschool and extracurricular groups 

 Tertiary students 

 Adults   

 

Guided tours 
Advance booking required 

 

Tuesday – Sunday, 11 am – 6 pm 
School groups can also book for Thursdays at 9:30 am              

 School groups age 6+  

 Tertiary students 

 Adults   
Languages: French, German, English, Italian 

Contact and ticketing for all tours  

and workshops  

www.artbrut.ch > tickets or 021/ 315 25 70 subject to availability 

 

 

  



 

 
 
 

  

 

USEFUL INFORMATION  

Press material  download visuals and the press kit: www.artbrut.ch, menu: média  

Media contact Sophie Guyot 

Tel. +41 21 315 25 84 (Tuesday, Wednesday morning, Thursday) 

sophie.guyot@lausanne.ch 

Address  Collection de l'Art Brut  

Avenue des Bergières 11 

CH – 1004 Lausanne 

www.artbrut.ch 

Tel. +41 21 315 25 70 

art.brut@lausanne.ch 

Opening hours  

 

Tuesday–Sunday: 11:00 AM–6:00 PM 

including public holidays and Lundi du Jeûne 

Admission free the first Saturday of each month 

Open every day in July an August 

Entrance fee Fr. 12.- 

Concessions: Fr. 6.–  

Groups of 6: Fr. 6.–  

Jobseekers and under-16s: free 

No entrance fee the first Saturday of every month 

Access Bus  

From St-François: Line 2, get off at Beaulieu-Jomini.  

From the CFF station: Lines 3 and 21, get off at Beaulieu-Jomini. 

On foot: 25 min. from the station, 10 min. from Place  

de la Riponne. 

By car: autoroute, exit Lausanne-Blécherette, follow Palais de 

Beaulieu. Parking lot Beaulieu.  

Reduced mobility:  

The Collection de l’Art Brut has an elevator 

All the temporary exhibitions are accessible for people with reduced 

mobility 

 

 

 

THE COLLECTION DE L’ART BRUT THANKS FOR THEIR SUPPORT: 
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